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Abstract 
The eclipsing binary system which is catalogued in MACHO as 47.2135.29 is analyzed in detail for 
orbital elements and absolute parameters based on the MACHO observations and the latest values 
for the distance modulus of LMC. The period of the system is found more accurately, by minimizing 
the dispersion in the folded light curves. The binary is found to be a young semi-detached binary 
and is potentially a beta Lyrae system. 
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1. Introduction 
Eclipsing binary systems have been used for a long time by astronomers to extract reliable information about 
physical properties (like masses and radii) of stars. They are particularly important since they can be observed 
even in nearby galaxies [1]. They are also important since they can serve as a means to calibrate other distance 
indicators [2]-[4]. The MACHO project was a collaboration between astronomers of the Mount Stromolo and 
Siding Spring observatories, using a 50 inch telescope [5]. Observations included the Large and Small Magel-
lanic Clouds and the Galactic Bulge, using two filters in the blue (4400 - 5900 Å) and red (5900 - 7800 Å) and a 
2048 * 2048 CCD imaging system [6]. 11.9 million stars were observed during a 7-year period, leading to a rich 
database of photometric data. Every object in the database is catalogued by the field number (1 to 82 for LMC 
and 201 to 213 for SMC), and also the tile number which can have overlap with neighboring tiles. The object 
identifier is thus in the form Field.Tile.Sequence. The project, although aimed at detecting gravitational lensing 
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by massive dark halo objects, provided a valuable by-product observation of thousands of eclipsing binaries in 
LMC [7]-[12]. A catalogue of 3031 MACHO EBs in the LMC was published by Derekas, Kiss, and Bedding 
[13]; they analyzed a list of 6835 stars classified as possible EBs in the MACHO database. These 6835 possible 
EBs were identified by their position in the space of parameters such as color, magnitude, and period, more as-
cribable to eclipses rather than pulsations. In [13], the authors presented an analysis of the MACHO eclipsing 
binary light curves in LMC which have been online since 2001. The main aim of these authors was to measure 
period changes and search for eclipsing binaries with pulsating components. They also reported the general 
properties of the sample, re-classification, newly determined periods, the color-magnitude diagram and period- 
luminosity distributions. 

The star 47.2135.29 which is located at RA 4h53m13.555 and Dec-67deg45m14.82s, was observed 792 times, 
each time with a 300 s exposure time. The mean instrumental magnitude is reported to be −7.588 in red and 
−8.111 in blue. The period of the system is reported to be 0.85461 days in the MACHO data base [14], which 
leads to the tentative light curves shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2. 

2. Period Determination and HJD of Minimum 
It is obvious from Figure 1 and Figure 2 that the tentative period reported in the database is almost half the ac-
tual value. The automated periods were obtained by the Super-smoother algorithm [10] and this algorithm can  

 

 
(a)                                              (b) 

Figure 1. The raw light curves of 47.2135.29, based on the tentative period reported in the 
MACHO data base for red (a) and blue (b) filters.                                      

 

 
Figure 2. The revised and normalized light curve (normalized intensity versus or-
bital phase) of 47.2135.29, based on the corrected period (1) for red filter.          
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lead to incorrect periods at least in two ways: 1) When the depth of the secondary minimum is very shallow, the 
program cannot detect it and the period obtained is twice the real period, and 2) When the depths of the primary 
and secondary minima is near to each other, the program cannot distinguish between them and the period re-
ported is half the real value. The case (2) is what is happening in Figure 1. Therefore, we continue with the re-
vised period 

1.70922 daysP =                                        (1) 

As reported by [13], the period histogram of the MACHO eclipsing binaries shows two modes with periods 
between 1 and 2 days, while a good proportion of the sample (about 600 stars) have periods between 10 and 200 
days. Our star, therefore belongs to the first mode. Note that in these light curves, appropriate phase shifts are 
implemented to bring the primary minimum to phase 0 or 1, which is a standard practice in eclipsing binary light 
curves. The correct amount of the phase shift is obtained by fitting a parabola to the primary minima. The phases 
are calculated using the standard relation 

0intt t
P P

ϕ ϕ = − − 
 

                                       (2) 

in which P is he corrected period, t is the time and φ0 is the required phase shift to bring the primary minimum 
to the zero phase. Using the calculated phase shift φ0, the modified Julian Date of the primary minimum is found 
to be 

min 50744.6739MJD =                                       (3) 

Finally, we have converted the instrumental magnitudes to light intensities for each filter which are norma-
lized to one at the out-of-eclipse, maximum light phase. The resulting corrected and normalized light curves for 
the R and B filters are shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3. 

3. Modeling 
Eclipsing binary light curve analysis normally requires radial velocity information from the velocity curves. 
Since no velocity curve is reported yet for the system under investigation, we have used a different approach, 
using the fact that the system belongs to LMC which has a well estimated distance modulus [6] [15]. It is inter-
esting to note that eclipsing binaries have served as a very useful means to estimate the distance to nearby ga-
laxies (including LMC and SMC) and therefore help to calibrate the cosmological distance scale [3] [12] [15]. 
The fairly accurately known distance to the system enables us to achieve a consistent absolute solution for the 
system as explained below. Fortunately, there are reliable computer programs which model an eclipsing binary 
system to the desired accuracy [16]-[20]. These programs, require, as input, parameters like the mass ratio, in-
clination angle, Roche potentials, limb and gravity darkening coefficients, etc. The output is the synthesized  

 

 
Figure 3. The revised and normalized light curve (normalized intensity versus or-
bital phase) of 47.2135.29, based on the corrected period (1) for blue filter.        
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light and velocity curves for the specified filter. Some morphological indications from the observational light 
curve help to a great extent the initial guesses we need to start with. The final set of system parameters is then 
approached by successive improvements, or by using optimization routines provided by the computer programs. 
The apparent magnitude, together with the reported distance modulus 18.43 m of the system [3] [6] enables us to 
find the absolute magnitude (and therefore the total out-of-eclipse luminosity) of the system: 

1 2 667L L LΘ+ =                                           (4) 

We then need an estimate of the mass ratio of the system. To this end, we have used the ratio of the secondary 
to primary minimum depths of the light curves which is an indicator of the surface temperature ratios. The sur-
face temperatures, in turn, depend on the masses of the components. Using the standard physical properties of 
main sequence and giant stars available for model stars (e.g. [21]), we were able to reach to a reasonable initial 
guess for the mass ratio and surface temperatures. Note, however, that these are only initial guesses and they 
were iteratively improved to the final self-consistent solution. Also, note that we had to find the corresponding 
stellar masses from the model tables in such a way that the combined luminosity of the system satisfies Equation 
(4). The most difficult part of the job is to find reasonable values of the Roche potentials. For a contact system, 
the Roche potentials of the components assume their critical values which are known once the mass ratio is 
known. We can therefore start with the contact configuration, motivated by the continuous variations of the out-
side eclipse light curve which indicates strong proximity effects in the system. Other input parameters are cho-
sen accordingly, and the initial guess light curves which are obtained in this way are shown in Figure 4 and 
Figure 5. What remains is to optimize this initial guess towards the final best fit solution. The resulting opti-
mum light curves parameters are given in Table 1. Note that we have adopted the wavelengths 6850 Å for the 
red filter and 5150 Å for the blue filter which are the median wavelengths of the corresponding filters used in 
the observations. 

4. Roche Model and Evolutionary Status of the System 
Figure 6 shows the geometrical shape of the components of the system compared to the critical Roche lobes. It 
can be seen that the secondary is considerably distorted and fills its critical Roche lobe. The primary is less dis-
torted and is well inside its critical lobe. We therefore expect the system to exhibit mass transfer effects and pe- 
riod changes which can be looked for in future observations. The predicted velocity curve of the system is 
shown in Figure 7. Since the luminosities of the components do not differ too much, we predict the system to be 
a double lined spectroscopic binary. The solution obtained here is consistent with both components being on the 
main sequence with absolute parameters M1 = 6 Mʘ, M2 =3.8 Mʘ, L1 = 400 Lʘ and L2 = 270 Lʘ. Since the two 
stars are fairly massive main sequence stars, we conclude that they should be quite young with an age less that 8 
× 107 yrs. The calculated positions of the primary and secondary stars on an observational HR diagram are 
shown in Figure 8, where the background observational diagram is taken from [21]). 

 
Table 1. Best fit parameters of the binary system MACHO 47.2135.2.                     

Parameter B filter R filter Parameter B filter R filter 

λ (Å) 5150 6850 r1 (back) 0.319 0.319 

i˚ 79 79 r1 (side) 0.311 0.311 

q 0.63 0.63 r1 (pole) 0.303 0.303 

Ω1 3.9 3.9 r1 (point) 0.324 0.324 

Ω2 3.1 3.1 r2 (back) 0.365 0.365 

T1 (K) 15300 15500 r2 (side) 0.333 0.333 

T2 (K) 11900 11400 r2 (pole) 0.318 0.318 

A1 0.2 0.2 r2 (point) 0.445 0.445 

A2 0.5 0.5 - - - 

M1 (M⊙) 5.9 6.0 L1 (L⊙) 267 264 

M2 (M⊙) 3.72 3.8 L2 (L⊙) 400 402 
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Figure 4. The revised and normalized light curve (normalized intensity versus orbital phase) of 
47.2135.29, based on the corrected period (1) for red filter, together with the synthesized light curve.     

 

 
Figure 5. The revised and normalized light curve (normalized intensity versus orbital phase) of 47.2135.29, 
based on the corrected period (1) for blue filter, together with the synthesized light curve.                  

 

   
Figure 6. The geometrical shape of the system, together with the critical Roche lobes of the system.                  
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Figure 7. The predicted velocity curve of the system.                     

 

 
Figure 8. The calculated position of the components of the system on the HR 
diagram (the background HR diagram is taken from [21]).                  

5. Concluding Remarks 
The MACHO project continues to provide a valuable database for studying secular variations over a relatively 
long time-scale (of order of a decade or so). These include search for period variations and other detailed studies 
of binaries with pulsating components [13]. In the present paper, the orbital and geometrical parameters of the 
LMC eclipsing binary system MACHO 47.2135.29 were determined for the first time. The absolute properties 
of the system components were calculated, using the estimated distance modulus of LMC [3] [6] [15]. It was 
found that MACHO47.2135.29 is a young, semi-detached (potentially beta-Lyrae type) binary system with an 
age of no more than about 80 million years. Beta-Lyrae stars are semi-detached, massive binary systems with 
deformed components. One component of the system is usually evolved away from the main sequence and fills 
its Roche lobe. Mass is therefore transferred to its companion via the first Lagrangian point. Their light curve 
shows continuous light variations and very broad minima. Some of them show periodic light changes [22] [23]. 
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The fact that the period of the system is toward the short distribution of periods in beta Lyrae confirms the 
components not being giants, since otherwise one would expect a much longer period. The predicted velocity 
curve and the position of the components on HR diagram were also reported. An evolving semi-detached binary 
system is expected to undergo mass transfer which implies interesting observational consequences including pe-
riod change and line emission characteristics [19] [24] [25]. Unfortunately, none of these observations is availa-
ble yet and our results provide a tentative basis for comparison with possible future observations. 
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